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SUMMARY
Feautrier's s heduling algorithm is the most powerful existing algorithm for parallelism
dete tion and extra tion. But it has always been known to be suboptimal. However, the
question whether it may miss some parallelism be ause of its design was still open. We
show that this is not the ase. Therefore, to nd more parallelism than this algorithm
does, one needs to get rid of some of the hypotheses underlying its framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental steps of automati parallelization is the dete tion and extra tion of
parallelism. This extra tion an be done in very di erent ways, from the try and test of ad
ho te hniques to the use of powerful s heduling algorithms. In the eld of dense matrix ode
parallelization, lots of algorithms have been proposed along the years. Among the main ones,
we have the algorithms proposed by Lamport [12℄, Allen and Kennedy [2℄, Wolf and Lam [18℄,
Feautrier [9, 10℄, and Darte and Vivien [7℄. This olle tion of algorithms spans a large domain
of te hniques (loop distribution, unimodular transformations, linear programming, et .) and
a large domain of dependen e representations (dependen e levels, dire tion ve tors, aÆne
dependen es, dependen e polyhedra). One may wonder whi h algorithm to hose from su h a
olle tion. Fortunately, we have some theoreti al omparative results on these algorithms, as
well as some optimality results.
Allen and Kennedy's, Wolf and Lam's, and Darte and Vivien's algorithms are optimal for
the representation of the dependen es they respe tively take as input [6℄. This means that ea h
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Figure 1. S hemati representation of the domains of the main dependen e representations and of the
main parallelism dete tion algorithms. Ea h dependen e representation, named in itali , is represented
by the domain of all the sets of dependen es that it an des ribe. Ea h parallelism dete tion algorithm,
named in bold, is asso iated with the dependen e representation it was designed for. Feautrier's
algorithm an in fa t be used on the four dependen e representations and is optimal whenever one of
the other algorithms is optimal.

of these algorithms extra ts all the parallelism ontained in its input (some representation of
the ode dependen es). Wolf and Lam's algorithm is a generalization of Lamport's; Darte
and Vivien's algorithm is a generalization of those of Allen and Kennedy, and of Wolf and
Lam, and is generalized by Feautrier's [6℄. Finally, Feautrier's algorithm an handle any of the
dependen e representations used by the other algorithms [6℄. These results are summarized on
Figure 1.
It appears from these results that Feautrier's algorithm is the most powerful algorithm
we have at hand. Although this algorithm has always be known to be suboptimal, its exa t
eÆ ien y was so far unknown. Hen e the questions we address in this paper: What are its
weaknesses? Is its suboptimality only due to its framework or also to its design? What an be
done to improve this algorithm? How an we build a more powerful algorithm?
These questions may seem rather theoreti al. However, Feautrier's algorithm has a very
interesting property: when alled on a program, it does not output a single answer, but exhibits
all the s hedules (in its framework) that are valid for the program. Therefore, this algorithm an
be used as a tool whi h exhibits the set of all the valid s hedules, and this set an be sear hed
for a solution to a parti ular problem: in automati parallelization, it ould be a s hedule that
respe ts a given mapping of the omputations [5℄; in program optimization it ould be an aÆne
o upan y ve tor that enables to shrink the memory used by the program [17℄; et . Therefore,
even outside the s ope of automati parallelization, Feautrier's algorithm appears to be an
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interesting tool to build program optimizations on. However, before onsidering using su h a
tool, one would like to know how sound and powerful it is!
In Se tion 2 we brie y re all Feautrier's algorithm. Then we dis uss its weaknesses in
Se tion 3. In Se tion 4 we present what seems to be a \better" algorithm. Se tion 5 presents
the major new result of this paper: to nd \more" parallelism than Feautrier's algorithm one
needs to use far more powerful te hniques. This result is proved in Se tion 6.
2. THE ALGORITHM

Feautrier uses s hedules to dete t and extra t parallelism. This se tion gives a brief overview
of the problem and of Feautrier's algorithm. All the missing details an be found either in
[9, 10℄ or [6℄.
2.1. Framework: stati

ontrol programs

To enable an exa t dependen e analysis, the ontrol- ow must be predi table at ompile
time. The ne essary restri tions de ne the lass of the stati ontrol programs. These are
the programs:
 whose only data stru tures are integers, oats, arrays of integers, and arrays of oats,
with no pointers or pointer-like me hanisms;
 whose elementary statements are assignments of s alars or array elements;
 whose only ontrol stru ture are sequen es and do loops with onstant steps;
 where the array subs ripts and the loop bounds are aÆne fun tions of surrounding loop
indi es and stru tural parameters.
Stati ontrol programs are mainly sets of nested loops. Figure 2 presents Example 1 whi h is
an example of su h a program. Let S be any statement. The iteration domain of S , denoted
DS , is the set of all possible values of the ve tor of the indi es (the iteration ve tor ) of the
loops surrounding S : in Example 1, DS = f(i; j ) j 1  i  N; 1  j  ig. In stati ontrol
programs, an iteration domain is always a polyhedron. In other words, there always exist a
matrix A and a ve tor b su h that : DS = fx j A:x  bg.
2.2. Dependen e representation

In the framework of stati ontrol programs, an exa t dependen e analysis is feasible [8℄
and ea h exa t dependen e relation e from statement Se to statement Te is de ned by a Zpolyhedron De , the domain of existen e of the dependen e relation, and a quasi-aÆne fun tion
he as follows: for any value j 2 De , operation Te (j ) depends on operation Se (he (j; N )), whi h
we note:
j 2 De ) Se (he (j; N )) ! Te (j )
y

y

See the original paper [8℄ for more details.
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DO i=1, N
DO j=1, i
S : a(i,i+j+1) = a(i-1,2*i-1) + a(j,2*j)
ENDDO
ENDDO

Figure 2. Example 1.

1) ! S (i; j ); he1 (i; j )=(i 1; i 1)
De1 = f(i; j ) j 2  i  N; 1  j  ig

e1: S (i 1; i

1) ! S (i; j ); he2 (i; j )=(j; j 1)
De2 = f(i; j ) j 1  i  N; 2  j  ig

e2: S (j; j

Figure 3. Dependen e relations for Example 1.

where N is the ve tor of stru tural parameters. Obviously, the des ription of the exa t
dependen es between two statements may involve the union of many su h dependen e relations.
A dependen e relation e des ribes for any value j 2 De a dependen e between the two
operations Se (he (j; N )) and Te (j ), what we all an operation to operation dependen e. In
other words, a dependen e relation is a set of elementary operation to operation dependen es.
Figure 3 presents the dependen e relations for Example 1.
Following Feautrier [9℄, we suppose that all the quasi-aÆne fun tions we have to handle are
in fa t aÆne fun tions and that all Z-polyhedra are in fa t polyhedra (at the possible ost of
a onservative approximation of the dependen es).
2.3. Sear hed s hedules

Feautrier does not look for any type of fun tions to s hedule aÆne dependen es. He only
onsiders nonnegative fun tions, with rational values, that are aÆne fun tions in the iteration
ve tor and in the ve tor of stru tural parameters. Therefore he only handles (aÆne) s hedules
of the form:
(S; j; N ) = XS :j + YS :N + S
(1)
where XS and YS are non-parameterized rational ve tors and S is a rational onstant. The
hypothesis of nonnegativity of the s hedules is not restri tive as all s hedules must be lower
bounded.
2.4. Problem statement

On e hosen the form of the s hedules, the s heduling problem seems to be simple. For a
s hedule to be valid, it must (and only has to) satisfy the dependen es. For example, if operation
T (j ) depends on operation S (i), T (j ) must be s heduled after S (i) : (T; j; N ) > (S; i; N ).
Therefore, for ea h statement S , we just have to nd a ve tor XS , a ve tor YS , and a onstant
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su h that, for ea h dependen e relation e, the s hedule satis es:
j 2 De ) (Se ; he (j; N ); N ) + 1  (Te ; j; N ):
(2)
All the onstraints are aÆne, and one an imagine using linear system solvers to nd a solution.
A tually, there are now two diÆ ulties to over ome:
1. Equation (2) must be satis ed for any possible value of the stru tural parameters.
If polyhedron De is parameterized, Equation (2) may orrespond to an in nite set
of onstraints, whi h annot be enumerated. There are two means to over ome this
problem: the polyhedron verti es ( f. Se tion 4) and the aÆne form of Farkas' lemma
( f. Se tion 2.5). Feautrier uses the latter.
2. There does not always exist a solution for su h a set of onstraints. We will see, in
Se tion 2.6, how the use of multidimensional s hedules an over ome this problem.
S

z

2.5. The aÆne form of Farkas' lemma and its use

This lemma [9, 16℄ predi ts the shape of ertain aÆne forms.
Theorem 1 (AÆne form of Farkas' lemma) Let D be a nonempty polyhedron de ned by
p inequalities: ak x + bk  0, for any k 2 [1; p℄. An aÆne form  is nonnegative over D if and
only if it is a nonnegative aÆne ombination of the aÆne forms used to de ne D:
(x)  0 +

p
X

k=1

k (ak x + bk ); with k  0 for any k 2 [0; p℄:

This theorem is useful as, in stati ontrol programs, all the important sets are polyhedra :
iteration domains, dependen e existen e domains [8℄, et . Feautrier uses this lemma to predi t
the shape of the s hedules and to simplify the set of onstraints.
S hedules. By hypothesis, the s hedule (S; j; N ) is a nonnegative aÆne form de ned on a
polyhedron DS : the iteration domain of statement S . Therefore, the aÆne form of Farkas'
lemma states that (S; j; N ) is a nonnegative aÆne ombination of the aÆne forms used to
de ne DS . Let DS = fx j 8i 2 [1; pS ℄; AS;i :x + BS;i :N + S;i  0g (DS is thus de ned by pS
inequalities). Then Theorem 1 states that there exist some nonnegative values S;0 , ..., S;p
su h that:
p
X
(3)
(S; j; N )  S;0 + S;i(AS;i :j + BS;i :N + S;i ):
S

S

i=1

Dependen e onstraints. Equation (2) an be rewritten as an aÆne fun tion that is
nonnegative over a polyhedron be ause the s hedules and the fun tion he are aÆne fun tions:
j 2 De ) (Te ; j; N ) (Se ; he (j; N ); N ) 1  0:

The transformation of the inequality, from a > b to a  1 + b, is obvious for s hedules with integral values
and a lassi al approximation for s hedules with rational values [15℄.

z
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On e again we an apply the aÆne form of Farkas' lemma, this time the polyhedron is the
existen e domain of the dependen e. Let De = fx j 8i 2 [1; pe℄; Ae;i :x + Be;i :N + e;i  0g (De
is thus de ned by pe inequalities). Theorem 1 states that there exist some nonnegative values
e;0 ; :::; e;p su h that:
e

(Te ; j; N ) (Se ; he (j; N ); N ) 1  e;0 +

pe
X
i=1

e;i (Ae;i :j + Be;i :N +

e;i

):

Using Equation (3), we rewrite the left-hand side of this equation:
T ;0 +
e

pTe
X
i=1

T

e

;i

!

(AT ; :j + BT ;i :N +
S ;0 +
e

Te ;i

e

e i

pSe
X
i=1

S

e

;i

)

(AS ;i :he (j; N ) + BS ;i :N +
e

e

 e;0 +

pe
X
i=1

!

Se ;i

)

1

e;i (Ae;i :j + Be;i :N +

e;i

): (4)

Equation 4 is a formal equality (). Thus, the oeÆ ients of a given omponent of either of
the ve tors j and N must be the same on both sides. The onstant terms on both sides of this
equation must also be equal. This identi ation pro ess leads to a set of (n + q + 1) equations,
equivalent to Equation (4), where n is the size of the iteration ve tor j , and q the size of the
parameter ve tor N .
The way Feautrier uses the aÆne form of Farkas' lemma enables him to obtain a nite set
of linear equations and inequations, equivalent to the original s heduling problem, and that
an easily be solved using any solver of linear systems.
2.6. Extension to multidimensional s heduling

There exist some stati ontrol programs that annot be s heduled with (monodimensional)
aÆne s hedules (e.g. Example 1, f. Se tion 4). Hen e the need for multidimensional s hedules,
i.e. s hedules whose values are not rationals but rational ve tors (ordered by lexi ographi
ordering). Before introdu ing Feautrier's solution, we introdu e some vo abulary.
De nition 1 (Delay of an aÆne fun tion, satis ed and respe ted dependen es)
Let S (i) and T (j ) be two operations of the loop nest su h that T (j ) depends on S (i) :
S (i) ! T (j ). Let  (U; i; N ) be any aÆne fun tion. We all delay indu ed by  on the
dependen e S (i) ! T (j ) the di eren e of the \exe ution times" of T (j ) and S (i) de ned by  :
 (T; j; N )  (S; i; N ):

 respe ts the dependen e if it indu es on it a nonnegative delay.
 satis es the dependen e if it indu es on it a delay greater than one.
As we have already stated, a dependen e relation is a set of elementary operation to operation
dependen es. An aÆne fun tion is said to fully satisfy (resp. partially satisfy) a dependen e
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relation e if and only if it satis es all (resp. respe ts all and satis es some but not all of) the
operation to operation dependen es in e.

The solution proposed by Feautrier is simple and greedy. For the rst dimension of the
s hedules one looks for aÆne fun tions that 1) respe t all the dependen es; 2) satisfy as many
dependen e relations as possible. The algorithm is then re ursively alled on the unsatis ed
dependen e relations. This, plus a strongly onne ted omponent distribution that reminds
us of Allen and Kennedy's algorithm, de nes the algorithm below. G denotes the multigraph
de ned by the statements and the dependen e relations. The multidimensional s hedules built
satisfy the dependen es a ording to the lexi ographi order [6℄.
Feautrier(G)
1. Compute the strongly onne ted omponents of G.
2. For ea h strongly onne ted omponent Gi of G do in topologi al order:
(a) Find, using the method exposed in Se tion 2.5, an aÆne s hedule that indu es a
nonnegative delay on all the dependen es and satis es Equation (2) for as many
dependen es as possible.
Formally: nd an aÆne fun tion that satis es
8e; j 2 De ) (Se ; he (j; N ); N ) + ze  (Te ; j; N ) with 0 ze  1 (5)
and whi h maximizes the sum Pe ze .
(b) Build the subgraph Gi generated by the unsatis ed dependen es. If Gi is not empty,
re ursively all Feautrier(Gi ).
Notations: if  is the multidimensional s hedule of a loop nest, we denote by i its i-th
dimension, and by (S ) the multidimensional s hedule it de nes for the statement S .
x

0

0

0

2.7. Extension to other dependen e representations

We re all here that Feautrier an be extended to pro ess a representation of the dependen es
by levels, dire tion ve tors, and/or polyhedra. We fo us on the latter type be ause it is a
generalization of the two others [6, p. 266℄. Let us onsider a perfe t loop nest , two instru tions
S and T of same domain D, with T depending on S by a dependen e e des ribed by the
polyhedron Pe . The s hedule must respe t this dependen e. Therefore, it must satisfy the
equation:
8j 2 D; 8d 2 Pe ; (j d) 2 D ) (T; j; n) >lex (S; j d; n):
(6)
The set of values of the ouple (j; d) satisfying the onditions on the left-hand side of the
impli ation is a polyhedron as D and Pe are polyhedra. Indeed, if D = fx j Ax + b  0g and
{

This distribution is rather aestheti as the exa t same result an be a hieved without using it. This distribution
is intuitive and eases the omputations.
{ This extension is also valid for non perfe t loop nests but is far more ompli ated to write...

x
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Pe = fx j Cx + d  0g then:

8
<

2

f(j; d) j j 2 D; d 2 Pe ; j d 2 Dg = :(j; d)

4

A

0

A

A

0 C

3



5

j
d



2

+4

b
d
b

3
5

9
=

 0;

whi h is a polyhedron. Then we an apply the aÆne form of Farkas' lemma to Equation (6), as
we did for Equation (2). Hen e we an s hedule a loop nest whose dependen es are des ribed
by levels, dire tion ve tors, and/or polyhedra using the aÆne form of Farkas' lemma and
Feautrier's s heme.
3. THE ALGORITHM'S WEAKNESSES
3.1. De nitions of optimality

Depending on the de nition one uses, an algorithm extra ting parallelism is optimal if
1. It nds all the parallelism that an be extra ted in its framework (only ertain program
transformations are allowed, et .).
2. It nds all the parallelism that is ontained in the representation of the dependen es it
handles.
3. It nds all the parallelism that is ontained in the program to be parallelized (not taking
into a ount the dependen e representation used nor the transformations allowed).
For example, Allen, Callahan, and Kennedy uses the rst de nition [1℄, and Darte and Vivien
the se ond [7℄ to prove that their respe tive algorithms are optimal. Feautrier uses the third
de nition to prove that its algorithm is not optimal [10℄. We now re all that Feautrier is
not optimal under any of the last two de nitions.
3.2. The lassi al ounter-example to optimality

Feautrier proved in his original arti le [9℄ that his algorithm was not optimal for parallelism
dete tion in stati ontrol programs. In his ounterexample (Example 2, Figure 4) the sour e
of any dependen e is in the rst half of the iteration domain and the sink in the se ond half.
Cutting the iteration domain \in the middle" enables the trivial parallelization presented on
Figure 5. However, the only loop in Example 2 ontains some dependen es. Thus, Feautrier's
s hedules must be of dimension at least one (hen e there must be at least one sequential loop
in the ode after parallelization) to satisfy these dependen es. Therefore, Feautrier nds no
parallelism in this example.
3.3. Weaknesses

The weaknesses in Feautrier's algorithm are either a onsequen e of the algorithm framework,
or of the algorithm design.
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DO i=0, 2n
x(i) = x(2n-i)
ENDDO

Figure 4. Example 2.

9

DOPAR i=0, n
x(i) = x(2n-i)
ENDDOPAR
DOPAR i=n+1, 2n
x(i) = x(2n-i)
ENDDOPAR

Figure 5. Parallelized version of Example 2.

Framework

Given a program, we extra t its impli it parallelism and then we rewrite it. The new order of
the omputations must be rather regular to enable the ode generation. Hen e the restri tion
on the s hedule shape: aÆne fun tions. The parallel version of Example 2 presented on Figure 5
an be expressed by a non aÆne s hedule, but not by an aÆne s hedule. The restri tion on
the s hedule shape is thus a ause of ineÆ ien y. Another problem with Example 2 is that
Feautrier looks for a transformation onservative in the number of loops. Breaking a loop into
several loops, i.e., utting the iteration domain into several subdomains, an enable to nd more
parallelism (even with aÆne s hedules). The limitation here omes from the hypothesis that all
instan es of a statement are s heduled the same way, i.e., with the same aÆne fun tion. Note
that this hypothesis is almost always made [12, 2, 18, 7℄, but Griebl, Feautrier, and Lengauer
have already tried to get rid of it [11℄.
Some of the weaknesses of Feautrier are thus due to its framework. Before thinking of
hanging this framework, we must he k whether one an design a more powerful algorithm,
or even improve Feautrier, in Feautrier's framework.
Algorithm design

Feautrier is a greedy algorithm whi h builds multidimensional s hedules whose rst

dimension satis es as many dependen e relations as possible, and not as many operation to
as possible. We may wonder with Darte [4, p. 80℄ whether this an be
the ause of a loss of parallelism. We illustrate this possible problem with Example 1.
The rst dimension of the s hedule must satisfy Equation (5), i.e. the onstraints due to the
dependen es, for both dependen e relations e1 and e2 . This gives us respe tively Equations (7)
and (8):
operation dependen es

XS ii

1 + ze  XS i , ze  X S 1
2 i  N
1
1 1
j
j i+1 , ze1  + (j i + 1) with 1 j  i

(7)

XS jj

i
i j
1 i  N
1 + ze2  XS j , ze2  XS 1 , ze2  (i j ) + with 2 j  i

(8)
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if we note XS = ( ; ) . Equation (7) with i = N and j = 1 is equivalent to ze1  + (2 N ).
The s hedule must be valid for any (nonnegative) value of the stru tural parameter N , whi h
implies  0. Equation (8) with i = j is equivalent to ze2  . Hen e ze2  0 as  0. As
ze2 must be nonnegative ( f. Equation (5)), this leads to ze2 = 0 . This means that the rst
dimension of any aÆne s hedule annot satisfy the dependen e relation e2 .
The dependen e relation e1 an be satis ed, a solution being XS = (1; 0) ( = 1,
= 0). Therefore, Feautrier is alled re ursively on the whole dependen e
relation e2 . However, most of the dependen es des ribed by e2 are satis ed by the s hedule
(S; (i; j ); N ) = i (de ned by XS = (1; 0)). Indeed, Equation (7) is then satis ed for any value
(i; j ) 2 De2 ex ept when i=j . Thus, one only needed to all re ursively Feautrier on
the dependen e relation e2 :
S (j; j 1) ! S (i; j ); he2 (i; j ) = (j; j 1); De02 = f(i; j ) j 2iN; i = j g:
Therefore, this example shows that the sear h for the s hedules in Feautrier is
over onstrained by design.
We may now wonder whether this over onstraining may lead Feautrier to build some
aÆne s hedules of non minimal dimensions and thus to miss some parallelism. We rst present
in Se tion 4 an algorithm whi h gets rid of this potential problem. Then, we show in Se tion 5
that no parallelism is lost be ause of this design parti ularity.
k

0

4. A GREEDIER ALGORITHM
4.1. The Vertex method

A polyhedron an always be de omposed as the sum of a polytope (i.e. a onvex bounded
polyhedron) and a polyhedral one, alled the hara teristi one (see [16℄ for details). A
polytope is de ned by its verti es, and any point of the polytope is a nonnegative onvex
ombination of the polytope verti es. A polyhedral one is nitely generated and is de ned by
its rays and lines. Any point of a polyhedral one is the sum of a nonnegative ombination of its
rays and any ombination of its lines. Therefore, a polyhedron D an be equivalently de ned
by a set of verti es, fv1 ; : : : ; v! g, a set of rays, fr1 ; : : : ; r g, and a set of lines, fl1 ; : : : ; l g.
Then D is the set of all ve tors p su h that
p=

!
X

i vi +


X

i=1
i=1
P!
i=1 i

 i ri +


X
i=1

i li

(9)

= 1. As we have already stated, all the important
with i 2 Q + , i 2 Q + , i 2 Q, and
sets in stati ontrol programs are polyhedra. As we just re alled, any nonempty polyhedron
Example 1 ontains a single statement S . Therefore, the omponents YS and S of  ( f. Equation (1)) have no
in uen e here on Equation (5) whi h is equivalent to: (XS :he (j; N )+ YS :N + S )+ ze  (XS :j + YS :N + S ) ,
XS :he (j; N ) + ze  XS :j .

k
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is fully de ned by its verti es, rays, and lines, whi h an be omputed even for parameterized
polyhedra [13℄. The vertex method, introdu ed by Quinton [15℄, uses the verti es, rays, and
lines to redu e the size of the set of onstraints des ribed by Equation (2).
Theorem 2 (The vertex method) Let D be a nonempty polyhedron de ned by a set of
verti es (denoted by fv1 ; : : : ; v! g), a set of rays (denoted by fr1 ; : : : ; r g), and a set of lines
(denoted by fl1; : : : ; l g). Let  be an aÆne form of linear part A and onstant part b
((x) = A:x + b). Then the aÆne form  is nonnegative over D if and only if 1)  is
nonnegative on ea h of the verti es of D and 2) the linear part of  is nonnegative (respe tively
null) on the rays (resp. lines) of D. This an be written :
8p 2 D; A:p + b  0 ,
8i 2 [1; !℄; A:vi + b  0; 8i 2 [1; ℄; A:ri  0; and 8i 2 [1; ℄; A:li = 0:
The polyhedra produ ed by the dependen e analysis of programs (e.g. existen e domain of
dependen es) are in fa t polytopes. Then, a ording to Theorem 2, an aÆne form is nonnegative
on a polytope if and only if it is nonnegative on the verti es of this polytope. We use this
property to simplify Equation (2) and de ne a new s heduling algorithm.
4.2. The greediest algorithm

Feautrier's algorithm is a greedy heuristi whi h maximizes the number of dependen e relations
satis ed by the rst dimension of the s hedule, and then pro eeds re ursively. The algorithm
below is a greedy heuristi whi h maximizes the number of operation to operation dependen es
satis ed by the rst dimension of the s hedule, and then pro eeds re ursively. To a hieve this
goal, this algorithm greedily onsiders the verti es of the existen e domains of the dependen e
relations.
Let e1 , ..., en be the dependen e relations in the studied program. For any i 2 [1; n℄, let
vi;1 ; :::; vi;m be the verti es of De , and let, for any j 2 [1; mi ℄, ei;j be the operation to operation
dependen e from Se (he (vi;j ; N ); N ) to Te (vi;j ): ei;j : Se (he (vi;j ; N ); N ) ! Te (vi;j ): G
denotes here the multigraph generated by the dependen es ei;j .
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Greedy(G)

1. Compute the strongly onne ted omponents of G.
2. For ea h strongly onne ted omponent Gk of G do in topologi al order:
(a) Find an integral aÆne fun tion  that satis es
8ei;j ; (Se ; he (vi;j ; N ); N ) + zi;j  (Te ; vi;j ; N ) with 0  zi;j  1 (10)
and whi h maximizes the sum Pe zi;j .
(b) Build the subgraph Gk generated by the unsatis ed dependen es. If Gk is not
empty, re ursively all Greedy(Gk ).
i

i

i

0

i;j

0

0
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Lemma 1 (Corre tness and maximum greediness) The output of algorithm Greedy is
a s hedule and the rst dimension of this s hedule satis es all the operation to operation
dependen es that an be satis ed by the rst dimension of an aÆne s hedule (of the form
de ned in Se tion 2).
Proof. Let S (i) and T (j ) be any two
on S (i): S (i) ! T (j ). In the graph G

operations of the loop nest su h that T (j ) depends
there exists a dependen e relation e whi h in ludes
the operation to operation dependen e S (i) ! T (j ). Let v1 , ..., vp be the verti es of De .
By de
Pverti es, there exist some nonnegative rationals 1 , ..., p su h that :
P nition of these
j = pk=1 k vk and pk=1 k = 1.
We rst show that the multidimensional aÆne fun tions built by Greedy respe t all the
dependen es (by showing that the dependen e from S (i) to T (j ) is respe ted). Then we show
the maximum greediness: the rst dimension of  satis es all the operation to operation
dependen es that an be satis ed by an aÆne s hedule (if there exists an aÆne s hedule whose
rst dimension satis es the dependen e from S (i) to T (j ) then so does the rst dimension of
). As a onsequen e, if there exists one multidimensional aÆne s hedule for the studied set
of dependen es, we show that Greedy builds su h a s hedule.

Before all, we must show that this algorithm e e tively builds
a s hedule. Equation (10) insures us that, for any k 2 [1; p℄, (S; he (vk ; N ); N )  (T; vk ; N ).
Therefore:
All dependen es are respe ted.
p
X
k=1

k  (S; he (vk ; N ) ; N )

 S;


p
X

(

)

!

k he vk ; N ; N
k=1
!
!
p
X
k vk ; N ; N
S; he
k=1
S; he j; N ; N

(



p
X
k=1

k  (T; vk ; N )

  T;
  T;

p
X
k=1
p
X
k=1

,
!

k vk ; N
!

k vk ; N

,
,

( ) )   (T; j; N ) ,
 (S; i; N )   (T; j; N )
The equivalen e between the rst and the se ond inequations (resp. between the se ond and
the third) omes from the fa ts that  (resp. he ) is an aÆne fun tion and that Ppk=1 k = 1.
From what pre edes,  (S; i; N )   (T; j; N ), and  (the rst dimension of the s hedule)
respe ts the dependen e between S (i) and T (j ). Therefore, the s hedule built by Greedy
respe ts all the dependen es.
We still have to show that Greedy satis es any operation to operation dependen e. This
is a onsequen e of the next point.
As many dependen es as possible are satis ed. We suppose that there exists at least one aÆne
s hedule whose rst dimension, denoted , satis es the operation to operation dependen e
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S (i) ! T (j ):  (S; i; N ) + 1   (T; j; N ).
 (S; i; N ) + 1
 (S; he (j; N ); N ) + 1
 S; he
 S;

1+

p
X

k=1
p
X

k=1
p
X
k=1

!

!

k vk ; N ; N

k he (vk ; N ) ; N

!

  (T; j; N )
  (T; j; N )

+ 1   T;
+ 1   T;

k  (S; he (vk ; N ) ; N )



p
X
k=1

p
X

k=1
p
X
k=1

,
,!

k vk ; N
!

k vk ; N

13

,
,

k  (T; vk ; N )

(11)

As Ppk=1 k = 1 with k  0 for any k 2 [1; p℄, Inequation (11) implies that there exists at
least one vertex vq su h that 1+  (S; he (vq ; N ) ; N )   (T; vq ; N ) with q > 0. Therefore, the
rst dimension, , of the s hedule built by Greedy satis es the dependen e orresponding to
vq . Otherwise ( + ) would be an aÆne fun tion indu ing:
1. a nonnegative delay on any vertex (as the sum of two su h aÆne fun tions);
2. a delay greater than or equal to one on all the verti es on whi h either  or  indu es
a delay greater than or equal to one; therefore ( + ) would indu e a delay greater
than or equal to one on vq and therefore on at least one more vertex than , whi h is
impossible by de nition of .
As  indu es a delay greater than or equal to one on vq , it indu es a stri tly positive delay
on S (i) ! T (j ). Indeed, from the inequations:
1 +  (S; he (vq ; N ) ; N )   (T; vq ; N )
and
8k 2 [1; p℄;  (S; he (vk ; N ) ; N )   (T; vk ; N )
we an obtain (using the same transformations than previously):
 (S; i; N ) + q   (T; j; N ) )  (S; i; N ) <  (T; j; N ) :
As  is by onstru tion an integral s hedule, the stri tly positive delay  (T; j; N )  (S; i; N )
is greater than or equal to one, and  satis es the operation to operation dependen e
S (i) ! T (j ).

The following lemma provides a property whi h is ru ial for ode generation.
Lemma 2 (Independen e of the linear parts) Among all the s hedules that algorithm

Greedy an build for any given loop nest, there exists at least one s hedule  su h that, for

any statement S in the loop nest, the set of the linear parts for statement S is independent. In
other words, if dS is the dimension of the s hedule of statement S under  (dS is the dimension
of (S )), and if, for i 2 [1; dS ℄, i (S; j; N ) = XSi :j + YSi :N + iS , then fXS1 ; :::; XSd g is an
independent set of ve tors.
S
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Let  be any s hedule built by Greedy. We note: i (S; j; N ) = xiS :j + ySi :N + Si . We
build the desired s hedule  from  by indu tion on the dimension. The indu tion hypothesis
at rank i is that, for any statement S , the linear parts of the rst i dimensions of (S ) (the
only dimensions built so far) are independent and the rst i dimensions of  satisfy all the
dependen es of level less than or equal to i.
We denote by F(S; i) the set of ve tors fXS1 ; :::; XSi g. We all bj the j -th anoni al ve tor
(whose omponents are all null ex ept the j -th one whi h is equal to one). Finally we suppose
that all the loops have positive steps: the theorem obviously holds without this property but
the proof is far more painful to write.
Proof.

Initialization of the indu tion. For ea h statement S , we let 1(S; j; N ) = 1 (S; j; N ) + b1 :j
(thus XS1 = x1S + b1 ). This is a valid rst dimension as we have supposed that all the steps are
positive (thus all dependen e distan es are lexi ographi ally nonnegative [6℄). Furthermore,
this aÆne fun tion satis es all the dependen es of level one (in fa t, both terms of the sum
satisfy them!).
Building dimension i + 1. We suppose that the indu tion hypothesis is satis ed
dimension i in luded. We look for some nonnegative values 1 ; :::; i+1 as we want to
i+1 as follows for any statement S :
i+1
i+1
X
X
i+1 (S; j; N ) = i+1 (S; j; N ) + k :bk :j (then XSi+1 = xiS+1 + k :bk ):
k=1
k=1

up to
de ne

First, remark that whatever the values of the , i+1 (S ) will be a valid (i + 1)-th dimension
satisfying all the dependen es satis ed by i+1 as the  are all nonnegative, as all the steps are
positive (and thus all the dependen e distan e are lexi ographi ally nonnegative [6℄), and as,
by indu tion hypothesis, all the dependen es up to level i are already satis ed. Furthermore,
the aÆne fun tion  (S; j; N ) = bi+1 :j de nes a valid (i + 1)-th dimension of the s hedule
satisfying all the dependen es at level i + 1. By maximum greediness of Greedy (Lemma 1),
i+1 satis es at least all the dependen es satis ed by this aÆne fun tion, and so does i+1 .
Thus, whatever the values of the , the rst i + 1 dimensions of  satisfy all the dependen es
of level up to i + 1 (in luded).
For ea h statement S there exists a (possibly empty) set of values of the , denoted P(S; i+1),
su h that F(S; i + 1) = fXS1 ; :::; XSi+1 g is not an independent set of ve tors. As, by indu tion
hypothesis, F(S; i) is an independent set of ve tors, F(S; i + 1) is not independent if and only
if XSi+1 is a ombination of XS1 ; :::; XSi :
8
9
1  0; :::; i+1  0;
<
=
9i ;
P(S; i + 1) = :(1 ; :::; i+1 ) 91 ; :::;P
:
Pi
k ;
xiS+1 + ij+1

:b
=

:X
=1 j j
k=1 k S
P(S; i + 1) is obviously a polyhedron. Furthermore, P(S; i + 1) is not equal to the whole
ve tor spa e: F(S; i) is an independent set of ve tors of dimension i and, thus, it annot
ontain the ve tor spa e of dimension i + 1 generated by b1 ; :::; bi+1 . Thus, for any statement
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S
S , P(S; i +1) ( QSi+1 . Therefore, TS P(S; i +1) ( Q i+1 , and
 we
value in Q i+1 n ( P(S; i + 1)) = Q i+1 n P(S; i + 1) .

an take for (1 ; :::; i+1 ) any

The above proof is onstru tive as one an expli it the di eren e of two polyhedra (for
example using the polylib library [14℄).
S

S

5. SCHEDULES OF MINIMAL DIMENSION

As Greedy is greedier than Feautrier, one ould imagine that the former may sometimes
build s hedules of smaller dimension than the latter and thus may nd more parallelism. The
following theorem shows that this never happens.
Theorem 3 (The dimension of Feautrier's s hedules is minimal) Let us onsider a
loop nest whose dependen es are all aÆne, or are represented by aÆne fun tions. If we are
only looking for one aÆne s hedule per statement of the loop nest, then the dimension of the
s hedules built by Feautrier is minimal, for ea h statement of the loop nest.

Note that this theorem annot be improved, as the study of Example 2 shows. The proof is
dire t (not using algorithm Greedy) and is presented in Se tion 6.

Prin iple of the proof of Theorem 3. Let  be an aÆne s hedule whose dimension is minimal
for ea h statement in the studied loop nest (Lemma 3 proves that su h a s hedule exists).
From , we are going to build a s hedule a la Feautrier of same dimension, by ombining
the dimensions of . Let us onsider one dependen e relation, say e. Suppose that no aÆne
s hedule an fully satisfy e with its rst dimension. The possible ineÆ ien y omes from the
fa t that the rst dimension of  an (perhaps) satisfy some of the operation to operation
dependen es in e. Therefore the dimensions of  of rank greater than one will no more have to
satisfy these operation to operation dependen es, and thus the dimensions of  of rank greater
than one will not be onstrained by these operation to operation dependen es. On the opposite,
the dimensions of any s hedule a la Feautrier will still have to satisfy all the operation to
operation dependen es in e, even if some of them are satis ed by the rst dimensions of the
s hedule.
Let e be a dependen e relation, of existen e domain De . We suppose that e is not fully,
but partially, satis ed by the rst dimension of  (otherwise there is no problem with e). The
operation to operation dependen es in e not satis ed by the rst dimension of the s hedule
 de ne a subpolyhedron De1 of De : this is the subset of De on whi h the rst dimension of
 indu es a null delay. De1 is thus de ned by the equations de ning De and by the null delay
equation involving the rst dimension of :
De1 = fj 2 De j 1 (Te ; j; N ) 1 (Se ; he (j; N ); N ) = 0g :
The se ond dimension of  must respe t the dependen es in De1 , i.e., must indu e a nonnegative
delay over De1 . Therefore, the se ond dimension of  is an aÆne form nonnegative over the
polyhedron De1 . Using the aÆne form of Farkas' lemma (Theorem 1), we obtain that the
se ond dimension of  is de ned from the (null delay equation on the) rst dimension of
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and from the equations de ning De . From the equations obtained using Farkas' lemma,
we build a nonnegative linear ombination of the rst two dimensions of  whi h indu es
a nonnegative delay over De (and not only on De1 ), and whi h satis es all the operation to
operation dependen es in e satis ed by any of the rst two dimensions of . This way we build
a s hedule a la Feautrier of same dimension than : a whole dependen e relation is kept as
long as all its operation to operation dependen es are not satis ed by the same dimension of
the s hedule.



Consequen es.

First, a simple and important orollary of the previous theorem:

Corollary 1. Feautrier is well-de ned: it always outputs a valid s hedule when its input is
the exa t dependen es of an existing program.

The original proof relied on an assumption on the dependen e relations that an be easily
enfor ed but whi h is not always satis ed: all operation to operation dependen es in a
dependen e relation are of the same dependen e level (are satis ed by the same dimension
of the original s hedule). For example, dependen e relation e2 in Example 1 does not satisfy
this property.
More important, Theorem 3 shows that Feautrier's algorithm an only miss some (signi ant
amount of) parallelism be ause of the limitations of its framework, but not be ause of its
design: as the dimension of the s hedule is minimal, the magnitude of the s hedule's makespan
is minimal, for any statement.
Even if Greedy is a greedier algorithm than Feautrier, both outputs s hedules of the
same dimension. On one hand, Greedy onstrains more the rst dimension of its s hedules
than Feautrier. On the other hand, Feautrier sometimes over onstrains the remaining
dimensions of its s hedules. Therefore, no algorithm is better than the other. They are slightly
di erent but we believe their main properties are the same.
Finally, a areful study of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that Lemma 2, established for
Greedy, also holds for Feautrier (to prove it, we just have to run the onstru tive proof
of Theorem 3 on a s hedule of Greedy satisfying Lemma 2). In other words, among all the
s hedules that Feautrier an build, there are some s hedules whose linear parts, for any
statement, is an independent set of ve tors. Thanks to this property we an soundly link the
magnitude of the s hedule's makespan to the s hedule's dimension (the s hedule's makespan
is an (Ehrhart [3℄) polynomial whose degree is the s hedule's dimension).
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Theorem 3 is proved by indu tion on the dimensions of the s hedule. We formally state our
hypotheses and notations in Paragraph 6.2 and our indu tion hypotheses in Paragraph 6.3.
Then we verify the base ase in Paragraph 6.4 and prove the indu tive step in Paragraph 6.5.
Before that, we prove a ne essary preliminary result in Paragraph 6.1.
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6.1. Minimal dimension simultaneously for all statements
Lemma 3. If there exists at least one valid aÆne s hedule for the studied system, then there
exists an aÆne s hedule whi h is simultaneously of minimal dimension for all statements.

Let 1 and 2 be two valid s hedules. For ea h statement S , we de ne dS as the
minimum of the dimensions of 1 (S ) and 2(S ). Then, we de ne a new (multidimensional)
aÆne fun tion 1 as follows: for ea h statement S , 1 (S ) = 1 (S ) , i.e., 1 (S ) is equal to
the rst dS dimensions of 1 (S ). As 1 is a s hedule, and as 1 (S ) is of dimension greater than
or equal to dS , 1 respe ts all the dependen es, i.e. indu es a lexi ographi ally nonnegative
delay on all the dependen es. We symmetri ally de ne 2 . Then  = 1 + 2 is a s hedule.
Indeed, let us onsider an operation to operation dependen e between S (i) and T (j ). Without
any loss of generality, we suppose that dS  dT , and that dS is the dimension of 1(S ). As
1 is a s hedule, it indu es a lexi ographi ally (stri tly) positive delay on the dependen e
between S (i) and T (j ). Furthermore, as dS is the dimension of 1(S ) and as dS  dT , 1
indu es a lexi ographi ally (stri tly) positive delay on the dependen e between S (i) and T (j ).
As 2 indu es a lexi ographi ally nonnegative delay on all the dependen es, 1 + 2 indu es
a lexi ographi ally (stri tly) positive delay on the onsidered dependen e.
We an take for ea h statement S a s hedule of minimal dimension for S . If we apply the
previous s heme to this set of s hedules we end up with a s hedule whi h is simultaneously of
minimal dimension for all statements.


Proof.

0

0

0

jd
S

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6.2. Hypotheses and notations
Hypotheses

Let  be an aÆne s hedule whose dimension is minimal for ea h statement. The existen e of
su h a s hedule is guaranteed by Lemma 3 on the hypothesis that there exists at least one
(multidimensional) aÆne s hedule satisfying all the dependen es in the studied system. If there
is no s hedule, Theorem 3 obviously holds! From , we build by indu tion an aÆne s hedule
a la Feautrier, denoted by P , whose dimension is minimal for ea h statement.
We suppose that  is an integral fun tion. If this is not the ase, we just s ale up  by the
least ommon multiple of the denominator of its rational oeÆ ients.
Notations

Let e1, ..., ep be the p dependen e relations of the onsidered loop nest. Ea h of these
dependen e relations is a 4-tuple: ej = (Sj ; Tj ; Dj ; hj ), where Sj and Tj are two statements,
Dj is a polyhedral domain, and hj an aÆne fun tion su h that ej denotes the following set of
dependen es:
8i 2 Dj ; Tj (i) depends on Sj (hj (i; N )):
(12)
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6.3. Indu tion hypotheses for dimension i

1. The rst i dimensions of P fully satisfy the dependen e relations e1 , ..., em , but none
of the dependen e relations e1+m , ..., ep . Therefore, the latter must be satis ed by the
dimensions of P of rank greater than or equal to i + 1.
2. Dimension i of P fully satis es as many of the dependen e relations e1+m 1 , ..., ep as
possible.
3. The dimensions of  of rank greater than or equal to i +1 satisfy the dependen e relations
ei1+m , ..., eip where, if j 2 [1 + mi ; p℄, eij = (Sj ; Tj ; Dji ; hj ), with
Dji = fx 2 Dj j 8k 2 [1; i℄; k (Tj ; x; N ) k (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N ) = 0g:
The operation to operation dependen es des ribed by e1 ; :::; ep , but not in ei1+m , ..., eip ,
are satis ed by the rst i dimensions of . (Therefore, the rst i dimensions of  fully
satisfy the dependen e relations e1 , ..., em .)
4. For any j in [1; i℄, j is a linear ombination of P1 ; :::; Pj .
5. For any j in [1; i℄, Pj satis es all the operation to operation dependen es whi h are
satis ed by j .
6.4. Initialization of the indu tion: i = 1
i

i

i

i

i

i

We rst prove that the di erent indu tion hypotheses hold when i = 1.
The rst dimension of  fully satis es some of the dependen e relations (possibly none). In
other words, for some values of j 2 [1; p℄, the rst dimension of  indu es a delay greater than
or equal to one on all the operation to operation dependen es des ribed by Equation (12).
Without any loss of generality, we suppose that the rst dimension of  fully satis es the
dependen e relations e1, ..., em1 , and no other dependen e relations.
Hypotheses 1 and 2. By de nition, the rst dimension of any s hedule built by Feautrier
fully satis es as many dependen e relations as possible. Therefore, any s hedule built by
Feautrier fully satis es at least the dependen e relations e1 , ..., em1 . Indeed, suppose this is
not the ase. Then take a s hedule built by Feautrier and not fully satisfying the dependen e
relations e1 , ..., em1 . We add to the rst dimension of this s hedule the rst dimension of
. This way we obtain an aÆne s hedule whose rst dimension fully satis es at least one
more dependen e relation than Feautrier's s hedule. This is impossible as it ontradi ts the
maximization
of the number of dependen e relations fully satis ed (maximization of the sum
P
2.6).
z
,
f.
Se
tion
e
e
We suppose that any s hedule built by Feautrier fully satis es only the dependen e
relations e1 , ..., em1 . Is this is not the ase, we take any integral s hedule S built by Feautrier.
We then de ne a new s hedule T equal to  ex ept for its rst dimension whi h is the sum of
the rst dimension of  and the rst dimension of S. We repla e  by T and we restart our
urrent onstru tion from the beginning. This is valid as  and T have the same dimension
for any statement.
The dimensions of P of rank stri tly greater than one must satisfy the dependen e relations
e1+m1 , ..., ep .
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Hypotheses 4 and 5. We
of : P1 = 1 . Then, 1

de ne the rst dimension of P to be equal to the rst dimension
is a linear ombination of P1 and P1 satis es all the operation to
operation dependen es whi h are satis ed by 1 .

Hypothesis 3. Let j 2 [1 + m1 ; p℄. Then ej is a dependen e not fully satis ed by the rst
dimension of . As  is a s hedule it indu es a lexi ographi ally nonnegative delay on
all dependen es. Thus its rst dimension indu es a nonnegative delay on all dependen es.
Furthermore, as  is integral by hypothesis, its rst dimension indu es on all dependen es a
delay either null or greater than one. Let Dj1 denote the subset of Dj orresponding to operation
to operation dependen es of ej not satis ed by the rst dimension of . Then:

Dj1 = fi 2 Dj j 1 (Tj ; i; N ) 1 (Sj ; hj (i; N ); N ) = 0g:
Then the dimensions of  of rank stri tly greater than one must satisfy the dependen e
relations e11+m1 , ..., e1p where, if j 2 [1 + m1 ; p℄, e1j = (Sj ; Tj ; Dj1 ; hj ).
6.5. Indu tion: from dimension i to dimension i + 1
We suppose that the indu tion hypotheses for i are satis ed. Then
dimension of P while satisfying the indu tion hypotheses for i + 1.

we build the (i + 1)-th

i+1 is a nonnegative aÆne fun tion over Dji . By indu tion
hypothesis 3, the dimensions of  of rank greater than or equal to i + 1 must satisfy the
dependen e relations ei1+m , ..., eip . Therefore, i+1 indu es a nonnegative delay on all the
dependen e relations ei1+m , ..., eip . Let us take any value of j in [1 + mi ; p℄. As i+1 (Tj ),
i+1 (Sj ), and hj are aÆne fun tions by hypothesis, i+1 (Tj ; x; N ) i+1 (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N ) is
also an aÆne fun tion. Furthermore this aÆne fun tion is nonnegative over Dji , the domain of
the dependen e relation eij . Dji is obviously a polyhedron ( f. Equation (13)). Therefore, we an
apply the aÆne form of Farkas' lemma (Theorem 1) to i+1 (Tj ; x; N ) i+1 (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N )
and Dji .
The delay indu ed by

i

i

Applying the aÆne form of Farkas' lemma. Let f1 ; :::; fq be the aÆne fun tions de ning
polyhedron Dj : Dj = fx j 8k 2 [1; q℄; fk (x; N )  0g. Then, by indu tion hypothesis 3:
8
<

8k 2 [1; q℄;
Dji = :x 8k 2 [1; i℄;
8k 2 [1; i℄;
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fk (x; N )  0
k (Tj ; x; N ) k (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N )  0
k (Tj ; x; N ) + k (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N )  0

9
=

:

(13)
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Then the aÆne form of Farkas' lemma laims the existen e of some nonnegative values ,
1 ; :::; q , 1 ; :::; i , and Æ1 ; :::; Æi , su h that:
i+1 (Tj ; x; N ) i+1 (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N ) = +
+

q
X

k=1
i
X
k=1
i
X
k=1

k fk








k (Tj ; x; N ) k (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N )

k

Æk

(x; N )

k (Tj ; x; N ) k (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N ) :

By indu tion hypothesis 4, for any value of j in [1; i℄, j is a linear ombination of P1 ; :::; Pj .
Thus, there exist some nonnegative values j;1 ; :::; j;i , and j;1 ; :::; j;i su h that:
i+1 (Tj ; x; N ) i+1 (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N ) =
+

q
X
k=1

k fk (x; N ) +

whi h is equivalent to:
i+1 (Tj ) +

i
X
k=1

!

j;k Pk (Tj )

+

q
X
k=1

i
X
k=1

(x; N )

k fk (x; N ) +



(j;k j;k ) Pk (Tj ; x; N ) Pk (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N )
i+1 (Sj ) +

i
X
k=1



i
X
k=1

!

j;k Pk (Sj )



(hj (x; N ); N ) =


j;k Pk (Tj ; x; N ) Pk (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N ) :

(14)

The right-hand side of Equation (14) is nonnegative over Dj . By indu tion hypothesis 1,
none of the rst i dimensions of P fully satis es a dependen e relation el if l 2 [1 + mi ; p℄.
Thus, for any value of k in [1; i℄, Pk indu es a nonnegative delay on the dependen e relation
el , if l 2 [1 + mi ; p℄. In other words, with l = j :
8x 2 Dj ; Pk (Tj ; x; N ) Pk (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N )  0:
(15)
Furthermore, the fun tions f1 ; :::; fq are by de nition nonnegative on Dj , and the onstants ,
k , and j;k are nonnegative. Therefore, the right-hand side of Equation (14) is a nonnegative
aÆne ombination of fun tions whi h take nonnegative values on Dj . Then, this right-hand
side takes nonnegative values on Dj , and thus on Dji (Dji  Dj ).
left-hand side is obviously the
The left-hand side of Equation (14) is a delay formula. ThisP
formula of the delay indu ed by the aÆne fun tion i+1 + ik=1 j;k Pk on a dependen e
de ned by the aÆne fun tion hj . As the right-hand side of Equation (14) takes nonnegative
values on Dj , i+1 + Pik=1 j;k Pk is an aÆne fun tion whi h indu es a nonnegative delay on
ej . Furthermore, this fun tion indu es a stri tly positive delay on any points of Dji on whi h
i+1 indu es a stri tly positive delay (as Pik=1 j;k Pk indu es a nonnegative delay on these
points, f. Equation (15)).
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Looking at dependen e relations other than ej . By indu tion hypothesis 1, none of the rst i
dimensions of P fully satis es a dependen e relation el if l 2 [1 + mi ; p℄. Thus, for any value
of k in [1; i℄, Pk indu es a nonnegative delay on Dl , and thus on Dli , if l 2 [1 + mi ; p℄. By
indu tion hypothesis 3, the omponents of  of rank greater than or equal to i + 1 satisfy
the dependen e relations eil , for l 2 [1 +P
mi ; p℄. Thus, i+1 indu es a nonnegative delay on
eil , for l 2 [1 + mi ; p℄. Therefore, i+1 + ik=1 j;k Pk indu es a nonnegative delay on eil , for
l 2 [1 + mi ; p℄, as a nonnegative linear ombination of fun tions indu ing nonnegative delays.
Satisfying the onditions on all the ek 's.

In summary, i+1 + Pik=1 j;k Pk is an aÆne fun tion

whi h indu es:
1. A nonnegative delay on the dependen e relation ej ;
2. A nonnegative delay on the dependen e relations ei1+m ; :::; eip ;
3. A stri tly positive delay on the operation to operation dependen es of eij on whi h i+1
indu es a stri tly positive delay.
Furthermore, a qui k look to the above arguments shows that these properties also hold
for i+1 + Pik=1 k Pk , if for any k Pin [1; i℄, k  j;k . Thus, for any k 2 [1; i℄, let
k = maxj [1+m ;p℄ j;k . Then, i+1 + ik=1 k Pk is an aÆne fun tion whi h indu es:
1. A nonnegative delay on the dependen e relations e1+m ; :::; ep ;
2. A stri tly positive delay on the operation to operation dependen es of eil (l 2 [1+ mi; p℄)
on whi h i+1 indu es a stri tly positive delay.
Furthermore,
a qui k look to the above arguments shows that these properties also hold for
i+1 + Pik=1 k Pk , if for any k in [1; i℄, k  k .
i

2

i

i

Pi+1 and indu tion hypotheses 4 and 5 for dimension i + 1. We are now ready to de ne
the (i + 1)-th omponent of P : Pi+1 = i+1 + Pik=1 (1 + k )Pk (thus indu tion hypothesis
4 is satis ed for i + 1). From what pre edes, Pi+1 indu es a nonnegative delay on all the
dependen e relations e1+m ; :::ep , as required. Furthermore, Pi+1 satis es all the operation
to operation dependen es of eik (k 2 [1 + mi ; p℄) satis ed by i+1 . Let us onsider any k in
[1+ mi ; p℄, and any operation to operation dependen e f in ek . We have two ases to onsider.
1. f belongs to eik . We have already established that Pi+1 indu es a stri tly positive delay
on f , if i+1 does so.
2. f does not belong to eik . Then, by de nition of eik , this dependen e is satis ed by one of the
rst (i 1) dimensions of , say the l-th dimension. Thus, l indu es a stri tly positive
delay on f . Thus, be ause of indu tion hypothesis 5 at depth l, Pl indu es a stri tly
positive delay on f . Therefore, Pi+1 satis es the operation to operation dependen e f ,
as the oeÆ ient of Pl in Pi+1 is (1 + l ) and not just l .
Therefore, Pi+1 satis es all the operation to operation dependen es satis ed by i+1 .
Furthermore, Pi+1 fully satis es any dependen e relation ej , j 2 [1 + mi ; p℄, if eij is fully
satis ed by i+1 .
i
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Indu tion hypothesis 2 for dimension i + 1. For Pi+1 to be the (i + 1)-th dimension of a
s hedule a la Feautrier, we still have to he k that Pi+1 fully satis es as many dependen e
relations as possible, among ei1+m ; :::; eip . If this is not the ase, i+1 does not fully satisfy
all the fully satis able eij . Then, we add to the (i + 1)-th dimension of  an aÆne fun tion
that indu es a nonnegative delay on all the dependen e relations ei1+m ; :::; eip , and whi h fully
i

satis es as many of them as possible. This way we obtain a new s hedule of minimal dimension.
We restart our re ursive onstru tion (dire tly at the (i+1)-th rank). This time Pi+1 maximizes
the number of the dependen e relations it fully satis es.
i

Indu tion hypothesis 1 for dimension i +1. Without any loss of generality, let the dependen e
relations fully satis ed by Pi+1 be e1+m ; :::; em +1 . Then, the rst (i+1) dimensions of P satisfy
the dependen e relations e1 , ..., em +1 , but none of the dependen e relations e1+m +1 , ..., ep .
i

i

i

i

Indu tion hypothesis 3 for dimension i + 1. As Pi+1 only fully satis es the dependen e
relations e1+m ; :::; em +1 , then i+1 only fully satis es ei1+m ; :::; eim +1 . , and thus i+1 ,
is integral by hypothesis. Then the dimensions
of  of rank greater than or equal to
+1 , ..., ei+1 where, if j 2 [1 + mi+1 ; p℄,
i + 2 must satisfy the dependen e relations ei1+
p
m +1
ei+1 = (Sj ; Tj ; Di+1 ; hj ), with
i

i

i

i

i

j

j

Dji+1 = fx 2 Dji j k (Ti+1 ; x; N ) i+1 (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N ) = 0g
whi h, by indu tion hypothesis 3, is equivalent to:
Dji+1 = fx 2 Dj j 8k 2 [1; i + 1℄; k (Tj ; x; N ) k (Sj ; hj (x; N ); N ) = 0g:
7. CONCLUSION

Feautrier's s heduling algorithm is the most powerful existing algorithm for parallelism
dete tion and extra tion. But it has always been known to be suboptimal. We have shown
that Feautrier's algorithm does not miss any signi ant amount of parallelism be ause of
its design, even if one an design a greedier algorithm. Therefore, to improve Feautrier's
algorithm or to build a more powerful algorithm, one must get rid of some of the restri tive
hypotheses underlying its framework: aÆne s hedules | but more general s hedules will ause
great problems for ode generation | and one s heduling fun tion by statement | Feautrier,
Griebl, and Lengauer have already begun to get rid of this hypothesis by splitting the iteration
domains [11℄.
What Feautrier histori ally introdu ed as a \greedy heuristi " is nothing but the most
powerful algorithm in its lass! This is a sound and powerful tool that may safely be used
to build other program optimization algorithms.
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